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Start Blogging Today With These WordPress Tips

WordPress offers users a way to build amazing blogs. Its library of options and ease of use let people
build any kind of website that they want. Continue on to learn more information about this great asset.
Choose a website design that is individualized for your WordPress site. While copying someone else's
design is quick, it doesn't make a good impression. You want to show how your site is different from
everyone else.
Make sure you use "title" and "alt." when uploading an image to a post. This is good for SEO, and it
allows people who have disabled images to know what the images are about.
Teach yourself everything you can prior to using WordPress. Planning ahead will give you an advantage
when you start. Find out all you can about creating great content, powerful SEO strategies and the best
way to work with Wordpress to give yourself an advantage when you actual begin your work.
Have a plan before you begin publishing. If you know when you have to post, you'll be more motivated to
get it done. With the scheduling feature available on WordPress, you can create several posts and
schedule them throughout the week.
If there is content or comments that aren't of value, remove them. This makes your website more userfriendly. You can use a plugin called Akismet to filter spam on your website.
Take special characters out of your URLs for your blog posts. This makes it harder for search engine
spiders to index your site, so you should get rid of them. While utilizing keywords, make sure you keep
those URLs short as well.
Are your posts receiving a considerable number of comments? It can be hard to look through all of them,
for yourself and others. A plugin can separate your comments into pages. This makes your website
easier to navigate.
Better your search engine rankings by taking a couple minutes with pictures before uploading them.
Always remember to add alternative text and title tags. If your image goes on Pinterest, you will get more
exposure.
It is important that you securely store your password. On top of that, only download plugins from sites
which are reputable and check the reviews before you install anything. You'll lose all your hard work if
your site gets hacked or infected with malware.
Organize your media library. It's tempting to upload pictures into the library directly, however, things can
easily get disorganized. You should start with a simple folder structure and go from there. Later, you will
be able to find an image you want to use much easier.
Don't install more plugins than you need. Plugins are cool and all, but they can make your site load at a
snail's pace. They can really bog things down, which will impact how you do in the SERPs. Slow sites do
not do as well in the SERPs as those that are optimized for speed.
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WordPress is fun to put to use and easy to learn. After you grasp it a bit better, you will have the ability to
build fantastic sites with ease. You can make a really advanced website if you learn more. Changes are
continually being made to WordPress, so keep up with the latest developments to find ways to improve
your website.
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